Observing the dynamics of compact astrophysical objects provides insights into their inner workings and allows to probe physics under extreme conditions. The immediate vicinity of an active supermassive black hole with its event horizon, photon ring, accretion disk, and relativistic jets is a perfect place to study general relativity, magneto-hydrodynamics, and high energy plasma physics. The recent observations of the black hole shadow of M87* with Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) by the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) open the possibility to investigate dynamical processes there on timescales of days. In this regime, radio astronomical imaging algorithms are brought to their limits. Compared to regular radio interferometers, VLBI networks have fewer antennas. The resulting sparser sampling of the Fourier sky can only be partly compensated by co-adding observations from different days, as the source changes. Here, we present an imaging algorithm 1 that copes with the data scarcity and the source's temporal evolution, while simultaneously providing uncertainty quantification on all results. Our algorithm views the imaging task as a Bayesian inference problem of a time-varying flux density, exploits the correlation structure between time frames, and reconstructs a whole, 2 + 1 + 1 dimensional time-variable and spectralresolved image at once. We apply the method to the EHT observation of M87* [1] and validate our approach on synthetic data. The obtained first time-resolved reconstruction of M87* indicates varying structures on and outside the emission ring on a time scale of days.
Observing the dynamics of compact astrophysical objects provides insights into their inner workings and allows to probe physics under extreme conditions. The immediate vicinity of an active supermassive black hole with its event horizon, photon ring, accretion disk, and relativistic jets is a perfect place to study general relativity, magneto-hydrodynamics, and high energy plasma physics. The recent observations of the black hole shadow of M87* with Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) by the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) open the possibility to investigate dynamical processes there on timescales of days. In this regime, radio astronomical imaging algorithms are brought to their limits. Compared to regular radio interferometers, VLBI networks have fewer antennas. The resulting sparser sampling of the Fourier sky can only be partly compensated by co-adding observations from different days, as the source changes. Here, we present an imaging algorithm 1 that copes with the data scarcity and the source's temporal evolution, while simultaneously providing uncertainty quantification on all results. Our algorithm views the imaging task as a Bayesian inference problem of a time-varying flux density, exploits the correlation structure between time frames, and reconstructs a whole, 2 + 1 + 1 dimensional time-variable and spectralresolved image at once. We apply the method to the EHT observation of M87* [1] and validate our approach on synthetic data. The obtained first time-resolved reconstruction of M87* indicates varying structures on and outside the emission ring on a time scale of days.
To address the imaging challenge of time-resolved VLBI and in particular of the EHT data, we employ Bayesian inference. In particular, we adopt the formalism of information field theory (IFT) [2] for the inference of field-like quantities such as the sky brightness. IFT combines the measurement data and any included prior information into a consistent sky brightness reconstruction and propagates the remaining uncertainties into all final science results. Assuming limited spatial, frequency, and temporal variation we can work with such highly incomplete data as the 2017 EHT observation of M87*.
A related method based on a Gaussian Markov model was proposed by [3] . This method also imposes correlations in space and time, but in our approach the correlation is not fixed and can flexibly adapt to the demands of the data. We also enforce strict positivity of the flux and instead of maximizing posterior probability we perform a variational approximation, taking correlations between all model parameters into account.
The data of interferometric observations essentially consists of the source brightness distribution, Fourier transformed within the image plane and probed only sparsely at a limited number of locations. The measured Fourier modes, called visibilities, are determined by the orientation and distance of antenna pairs, while the Earth rotation helps to partly fill in the gaps by moving these baselines relative to the source. For a time-variable source, this coverage in Fourier coordinates is extremely sparse, as now measurements at different times are looking at a changed source and need to be represented by separate image frames. In the case of the EHT observation of M87*, data was taken only during four 8-hour cycles spread throughout seven days. All the missing image information needs to be restored by the imaging algorithm exploiting implicit and explicit assumptions about the source structure.
Fortunately, most sources, including M87*, do not change completely from one instance to another and subsequent image frames are strongly correlated. Such correlations can be used to inform image degrees of freedom (DOFs) that are not directly constrained by the data. In radio interferometric imaging, correlations are usually enforced by convolving the image with a kernel, either during imaging or afterwards. The specific structure of such a kernel can have substantial impact on the image reconstruction.
To reduce the risk of biasing our result by choosing an inappropriate kernel, our algorithm infers the correlation kernel of the logarithmic flux density in a non-parametric fashion simultaneously with the image. This renders the reconstruction exceptionally hard, as it introduces redundancies between DOFs of the convolution kernel and those of the pre-convolution image. The induction of redundant DOFs is challenging, as the inference has to account for their strongly intertwined uncertainties. Those correlations are essential, but accounting for them is expensive due to the quadratic scaling of their number with the model DOFs.
An inference algorithm capable of tracking uncertainty correlations between all involved DOFs that has only linearly growing memory requirements is Metric Gaussian Variational Inference [4, MGVI] . MGVI represents uncertainty correlation matrices implicitly without the need for an explicit storage of their entries. It provides uncertainty quantification of the final reconstruction in terms of samples drawn from the Bayesian posterior distribution, with a moderate level of approximation. MGVI is the central inference engine of the Python package Numerical Information Field Theory [5, NIFTy] 2 , which we use to implement our imaging algorithm as it permits the flexible implementation of complex hierarchical Bayesian models. NIFTy turns a forward data model into the corresponding backward inference of the model parameters with the use of automatic differentiation and MGVI.
For time-resolved VLBI imaging, we therefore need to specify the corresponding data model and implement it in NIFTy. This model encodes all physical knowledge about the measurement process and the brightness distribution of the sky, which we decide to take into account to guide and inform the image reconstruction.
For the sky brightness, we require strictly positive structures with characteristic correlations in space, time, and frequency. These brightness fluctuations can vary exponentially over linear distances and time intervals. These properties are represented by a log-normal distribution together with a Gaussian process prior on the logarithmic flux. The correlation structure of this process is assumed here to be homogeneous and isotropic in space, autonomous in time, and independent between space and time.
Consequently the spatial and temporal correlations are represented by a rotationally symmetric convolution kernel, or equivalently by a one-dimensional, isotropic power spectrum in Fourier space. As power spectra are typically close to power laws, we model them as relatively stiff integrated Wiener processes on a double logarithmic scale. Their DOFs, which finally determine the spatio-temporal correlation kernel, are inferred by the MGVI algorithm alongside the sky brightness distribution. While the adopted model can only describe homogeneous and isotropic correlations, this symmetry is broken for the sky image itself by the data, which in general enforces heterogeneous and anisotropic structures. For frequency resolved imaging, we also need to specify the frequency correlation structure. The EHT collaboration has published data averaged down to two frequency bands at about 227 and 229 GHz. Accordingly, we reconstruct two separate, but cross-correlated, images for the these bands, with a priori assumed log-normal deviation on the 1% level. A detailed description of the sky model is outlined in the methods section.
Reconstructing an image with MGVI further requires an accurate model of the instrument that provided the data. Just as the prior model is informed by our physical knowledge of the source, the instrument model is informed by our knowledge of the instrument. We model two sources of measurement noise, which cause the observed visibilities to differ from the perfect sky visibilities: additive Gaussian thermal noise and multiplicative, systematic measurement errors.
The magnitude of the thermal noise is provided by the EHT collaboration in the data set. Systematic measurement errors are mainly caused by antenna-based effects, e.g. differences in the measurement equipment, ionospheric phase shift, and absorption of the incoming electromagnetic waves. Those are described by a complex number per telescope, consisting of the antenna gain factors and antenna phases. In principle it is possible to learn the gain factors as part of the imaging process [6] , or by using calibration targets and self-calibration in between imaging iterations.
For VLBI, however, systematic effects are so severe that a different strategy is advantageous. Combinations of visibilities that are invariant under antenna-based systematic effects are formed and used as the data. These are given by the so-called closure phases and closure amplitudes [7] , which we briefly discuss in the methods section.
So far, we presented a generic method for time and frequency resolved VLBI imaging. As the immediate vicinity around the super-massive black hole M87* is expected to be dynamic and to exhibit variable emission on a time scale of days, it constitutes an excellent first test case for our method. This variability was confirmed by the EHT, whose exceptional angular resolution allowed for the first time to directly image the shadow of this super-massive black hole. We compare our results to theirs [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In this letter, we present the first time-resolved reconstruction of the shadow of M87* over the entire observational cycle of seven days. All information on the unit of flux is lost when closure quantities are formed. We therefore fix this unit such that the inside of the ring of Figure 1 is constant in time and agrees with the results of the EHT collaboration for the first frame of our reconstruction. Our two frequency images do not differ significantly. Therefore, our discussion focuses on their mean.
The posterior mean image for the first observing day is shown in Figure 2 together with its pixelwise posterior uncertainty. In full agreement with the EHT result, our image shows a bright emission ring. We also find the ring to be brighter on its southern part, most likely due to relativistic beaming effects. A saturated version of our and the EHT-imaging shown in Figure 2 highlights morphological differences. In our images the ring is slightly more structured and shows smaller regions of enhanced emission. Outside the ring, only two of the multiple extended structures remain. These have enlarged fluxes, significantly above the posterior uncertainty and therefore are requested by the data. Figure 1 shows time frames for each day of the observation and their differences. These exhibit mild temporal evolution with flux changes of up to 6% per day, in particular within the western and southern part of the ring, validating the observations made by [11] . Figure 3 shows the detailed temporal evolution of a selected number of locations and areas. For most, there is a good agreement to the EHT results, but for some, clearly visible and significant differences exist. The time evolution of fluxes for the ensemble of posterior samples, also shown in Figure 3 , indicates that the flux is almost time-invariant in most locations. For location 7, which corresponds to the brighter flux region outside the ring, all 40 samples show a consistently declining flux. Here we might witness temporal evolution.
Following the analysis of [11] , we compute empirical parameters describing the asymmetric ring, the diameter d, width w, orientation angle η, azimuthal brightness asymmetry A, and floor-to-ring contrast ratio f C . Table 1 summarises our findings. For the uncertainty quantification, Table 1 displays the results of two different approaches. First, we follow the procedure of [11] with our posterior mean. Second, we perform the same analysis on every sample individually, and then calculate means and variances. The parameter values agree within the uncertainties between the different methods. Their uncertainties differ, but typically by factors of less than two. We can therefore confirm the findings of [11] that diameter d, width w, azimuthal brightness asymmetry A and floor-to-ring contrast ratio f C are all consistent with being stationary during the seven days, whereas the orientation angle η exhibits a significant time evolution. In this sense, we can report temporal variability of the ring itself. These might be caused by flickering of emission spots [14] .
The method section contains further results. Figure 4 provides validation results for our method using three synthetic data sets. Figure 5 shows spatial correlation spectra for our scientific and validation images. Figure 6 displays EHT-imaging, our posterior mean, and two samples for all observation periods.
In conclusion, we present and validate an imaging method that is capable of simultaneously reconstructing emission over spatial, temporal and spectral dimensions. With our method, we largely confirm the findings of the EHT collaboration, the overall morphology of the emission ring around M87* and an apparent evolution of its orientation. Our reconstruction is slightly more resolved, showing small scale structures on the ring, and comes with uncertainty quantification via samples. In addition to the emission ring, we find a significant and potentially fading emission structure south-west of it. All this demonstrates methodological readiness for further VLBI observations of strongly varying sources.
Methods
Our method is based on Bayesian statistics. The central quantity is the negative logarithmic posterior probability of our latent variables which parametrise the sky brightness distribution. This logarithmic probability density, called the information Hamiltonian, is composed of the logarithmic likelihood and the prior. The posterior mean and its uncertainty are obtained with MGVI, which requires only the likelihood and its derivatives as input. In the following we further describe the components of the likelihood and our algorithm.
Likelihood The likelihood of the measured visibilities given the sky brightness distribution s is computed independently for each time frame. The visibilities for all measured data points are assumed to follow the measurement equation in the flat sky approximation:
Here AB runs through all ordered pairs of antennas A and B for all non-flagged baselines. The visibilities are complex numbers and we express them in polar coordinates in terms of logarithmic amplitudes ρ AB (s) and phases φ AB (s). To avoid antenna based systematic effects, we compute closure quantities from these visibilities [15] . Closure phases are obtained by combining a triplet of complex phases of visibilities via:
Closure amplitudes are formed by combining the logarithmic absolute value of four visibilities:
These closure quantities are invariant under antenna based visibility transformations of the form
for all antennas and multiplicative calibration errors c A and c * B , where * denotes the complex conjugate. Note that forming the closure phases is a linear operation on the complex phase, while forming the closure amplitudes is linear in the logarithmic absolute value. We can thus represent these operations using matrices:
The closure matrices L and M are sparse and contain in every row ±1 for antennas associated with the closure, and zero elsewhere. They are constructed such that they correspond to a maximal non-redundant set of closure quantities. Closure sets are non-redundant if and only if rank(L) = dim( ) and rank(M ) = dim(ϕ),
and they are maximal if no closure phase or amplitude can be added without violating these conditions. This means that out of the set of all possible closure quantities, only a limited number can be chosen before redundancies occur. We build the closure sets to be used in the imaging with help of a greedy algorithm taking those quantities with better signal-to-noise ratio first. We compute the observed closure quantities d and ϕ d from the published visibility data d = e ρ d e iφ d as:
In a first order approximation, which is valid for sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio, the noise covariances N and N ϕ on the closure quantities are related to the visibility error RMS vector σ due to thermal noise via:
with diag(x) denoting a diagonal matrix with x on its diagonal. Here, we assume a Gaussian distribution of the visibility errors, while taking into account the non-diagonal noise contributions to the closure quantities introduced by applying the matrices L and M :
N (ψ|ψ, Ψ) denotes a Gaussian distribution over ψ with meanψ and covariance Ψ. Note that we do not directly use the complex phases, but their position e iϕ d on the complex unit circle, which mitigates the problem of phase wraps at the price of approximating the corresponding covariance.
Modeling the sky brightness The sky brightness distribution s xtν is defined within a fixed field of view Ω x ⊂ R 2 , a time interval Ω t = [0,t], and frequency range Ω ν ⊂ R, which renders it to be a field defined in space, time, and frequency. We assume s to be a priori log-normal distributed:
The a priori correlation structure of the logarithmic sky brightness is encoded within the covariance T . Choosing a log-normal model allows the sky brightness to vary exponentially on linear spatial, temporal, or frequency scale and ensures the positivity of the reconstructed intensity. We perform a basis transformation to a standardised Gaussian distribution P(ξ s ) = N (ξ s |0, 1), which allows us to separate the correlation structure from its realisation [16] . The new coordinates ξ s have the same dimension as the original parameters, but are a priori independent:
This defines a generative model which turns standard normal distributed DOFs ξ s into random variables s that are distributed according to (12) . Although the information encoded in a distribution is invariant under coordinate transformations, MGVI depends on the choice of coordinates. Therefore, reformulating the entire inference problem in terms of standardised generative models is important to ensure that the prior information is fully captured by an approximation via MGVI.
Correlations in space, time, and frequency We do not know the correlation structure of the logarithmic sky brightness a priori, so we include it as part of the model, which has to be learned from the data. The different dimensions of the sky brightness are governed by completely distinct physical phenomena, which should be reflected in the model. Setting up such correlations involves a number of intricate technicalities which have to be dealt with. The main idea is to model the correlations in space, time, and frequency independently using the same underlying model and later combine them via outer products. Doing this naively results in degenerate and highly un-intuitive model parameters. The model we will be introducing in the following avoids these issues, but unfortunately requires a certain complexity. We will start with the discussion with correlations along the different directions individually. A priori we do not want to single out any specific location or direction for the logarithmic sky brightness, which corresponds to statistical homogeneity and isotropy. According to the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, such correlation structures T (i) with i ∈ {x, t, ν} are diagonal in the Fourier domain and can be expressed in terms of a power spectrum p T (i) (|k|):
where F denotes the Fourier transformation into the eigenbasis of T (i) . As we build the model in terms of standardised coordinates, we will be working with the square root of the correlation matrix:
The amplitude spectrum p (i) (|k|) depends on the characteristic length scales of the underlying physical processes, which we do not precisely know. Our next task is to develop a flexible model for this spectrum that expresses our uncertainty and is compatible with a wide range of possible systems. Mathematically, we have to demand positivity of the amplitudes, which we enforce by modeling a logarithmic amplitude spectrum:
We do not want to impose any functional basis for this logarithmic amplitude spectrum γ (i) (|k|), so we describe it non-parametrically using an integrated Wiener process in logarithmic l = log|k| coordinates. This corresponds to a smooth, i.e. differentiable function, with correlation and exponential scale dependence, properties many physical systems exhibit. In the logarithmic coordinates l, the zero-mode, i.e. |k| = 0 is infinitely far away from all other modes. We will later on deal with it separately and we continue for now with all remaining modes. The integrated Wiener process in logarithmic coordinates γ i (l) reads:
Here c 0 is an integration constant we ignore for now, as its degree of freedom will later on be explicitly parameterised in terms of a more intuitive quantity. The parameter m (i) is the slope of the amplitude on double-logarithmic scale and describes the preferred power law. It is a highly influential quantity, as it controls the overall smoothness of the logarithmic sky brightness distribution. The parameter η (i) describes how strongly the amplitude spectrum deviates smoothly from the power law. The precise shape of these deviations is encoded in the realisation ξ
, which are also parameters of our model and follow a priori the standard Gaussian distribution. We do not want to fix the slope and deviations as they should be learned from the data. We impose Gaussian and log-normal priors with preference for a certain value and expected deviations for the slope and the deviations respectively:
The amplitude spectrum defines how strongly the log-brightness varies around its mean. These fluctuations have a severe impact on a priori plausible brightness distributions. Unfortunately, the relation of the hyper-parameters of this integrated Wiener process model to the overall variance is highly un-intuitive, but it is critical to constrain them to reasonable values. Our strategy here is to divide out the degrees of freedom associated with the fluctuations and introduce a new parameter to constrain this quantity directly. The real-space variation U (i) of the logarithmic sky brightness with a correlation structure associated with the integrated Wiener process is given by the integration over all modes except the first:
We replace this variation with a new parameter a (i) that describes the magnitude of expected fluctuations:
This step allows us to remove the integration constants c 0 (which we ignored previously) from the Wiener processes and replace them with a (i) . We also learn these parameters from the data directly and impose a log-normal model analogous to η (i) with hyper-parameters µ a . We will now combine correlation structures in independent directions. For every sub-domain, in our case space, time, and frequency, we use an instance of the model described above. We have not yet specified how to deal with the amplitude of the zero-modes p (i) (0), and their treatment will emerge from the combination of the sub-directions. The overall correlation structures of all directions will be given by the outer product of the sub-spaces:
Building the model in this way is problematic, as this product has redundant multiplicative degrees of freedom with positive numbers, i.e. α(A (i) ⊗ A (j) ) = (αA (i) ) ⊗ A (j) = A (i) ⊗ (αA (j) ). With every additional direction we add one additional degenerate degree of freedom. We can use this freedom to constrain the zero-mode of the amplitude spectrum, and thus remove the degeneracy up to a global factor. For this we use the normalised amplitudes:
With the appropriate Fourier convention,
we see that the zero-mode of the normalised amplitude A (i) is fixed to the total volume V (i) of the space Ω (i) . Consequently, the overall correlation structure can be expressed in terms of
The remaining multiplicative factor α globally sets the scale in all directions and has to be learned from the data. We will also put a log-normal prior with log-mean µ α and log-variance σ α hyperparameters and corresponding standard Gaussian parameters ξ α on this quantity. This was the last ingredient for the correlation structure along multiple independent directions. We will briefly summarise all the required hyper-parameters and how the generative model for the correlation structure is built. We start with the correlations in the individual directions A (i) (ξ (i) ). We describe them in terms of their amplitude spectrum. Four distinct standardised model parameters are learned from the data ξ (i) := (ξ
a ). The first describes the slope of the linear contribution to the integrated Wiener process. The second is related to the strength of the smooth deviations from this linear part. The third parameter describes the actual form of these deviations. Finally, the last one describes the real-space fluctuations of the associated field. The hyper-parameters are µ i j and σ i j for j ∈ {m, η, a} specifying the expected mean and standard deviation of the slope m (i) and log-quantities for the other two. In addition to these, we have to determine the global scale parameter α(ξ α ), where we also specify its logarithmic mean µ α and standard deviation σ α . The generative model for the correlation structure is therefore:
Combining this with the generative model for the sky brightness itself we end up with the full model:
All parameters of our model are now standardised and follow a standard Gaussian distribution. The Bayesian inference problem is fully characterised by the negative logarithm (or information) of the joint probability distribution of data and parameters. Combining the closure likelihoods with the described sky brightness model therefore yields:
where H 0 is a constant that is independent of the latent variables ξ.
Metric Gaussian Variational Inference So far we developed a probabilistic model in the generative form of the joint distribution of data and model parameters. In the end we want to know what the data tells us about the model parameters, as given in the posterior distribution according to Bayes' theorem. Our model is non-conjugate and we cannot solve for the result analytically. Instead, we will approximate the true posterior distribution with a Gaussian using variational inference. We will use Metric Gaussian Variational Inference (MGVI), which allows us to capture posterior correlations between all model parameters despite the 7.4 million parameters. MGVI is an iterative scheme that performs a number of subsequent Gaussian approximations N (ξ|ξ, Ξ) to the posterior distribution. Instead of learning a parametrised covariance, an expression based on the Fisher information metric evaluated at the intermediate mean approximations is used, i.e. Ξ ≈ I(ξ) −1 , with
The first two terms originate from the likelihood and the last from the prior. All these are expressed in terms of computer routines and we do not have to store this matrix explicitly. This is a nondiagonal matrix capturing correlations between all parameters. To learn the mean parameterξ we minimise the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true posterior and our approximation:
This quantity is an expectation value over the Gaussian approximation and measures the overlap between true posterior and our approximation. As we minimise this quantity, the normalisation of the posterior distribution is irrelevant and we can work with the joint distribution over data and model parameters, as given by (27) . We estimate the KL-divergence stochastically by replacing the expectation value through a set of samples from the approximation. The structure of the implicit covariance approximation allows us to draw independent samples from the Gaussian for a given location.
ξ * ∼ N (ξ|0, Ξ), thereforeξ ± ξ * ∼ N (ξ|ξ, Ξ).
Using the mean of the Gaussian plus and minus samples corresponds to antithetic sampling, which reduces the sampling variance significantly, leading to performance increases. MGVI now iterates between drawing samples for a given mean parameter and optimising the mean given the set of samples. The main meta-parameters of this procedure are the number of samples and how accurately the intermediate approximations are performed. The procedure converges once the mean estimatē ξ is self-consistent with the approximate covariance. To minimise the KL-divergence, we rely on efficient quasi-second-order Newton-Conjugate-Gradient in a natural gradient descent scheme. In the beginning of the procedure, the accuracy of KL and gradient estimates, as well as overall approximation fidelity, will not be as important. In practice we gradually increase the accuracy to gain overall speedups.
Implementation
We implement the generative model in NIFTy [5] , which also provides an implementation of MGVI utilising auto-differentiation. We represent the spatial direction with 256 × 256 pixels, each with a length of 1 µas. In the time direction we choose a resolution of 6 hours for the entire observation period of 7 days, thus obtaining 28 time frames. We add another 28 frames to avoid artifacts from the periodic boundary conditions of the Fast Fourier Transform. For the frequency direction only two channels are available and we do not expect them to differ much from each other. Instead of learning the correlation along this direction, as we do for the spatial and temporal axis, we assume a correlation between the two channel on the 99% level a priori.
This adds another factor of 2 of required pixels to the reconstruction. For future reconstructions with deeper frequency sampling we can extend the model and treat this direction equivalently to the space and time directions. Overall we have to constrain 256×256×56×2+power spectrum DOFs ≈ 7.4 million pixel values with the data.
The Gaussian approximation to the closure likelihoods is only valid in high signal-to-noise regimes [15] . We increase the SNR-ratio by averaging the visibilities over the individual scans of ∼2 minutes. We also remove the intra-site baselines of ALMA-APEX and SMT-JCMT and combine their visibilities to all other stations by noise-weighted averaging.
The hyper-parameter choices for the presented reconstruction are given in Table 2 . This setting follows two main considerations. First, we want to be relatively agnostic in terms of the spatial direction. Constraining the a priori slope of the spatial amplitude to −1.5 ± 0.5 allows to express structures ranging from the rough Wiener process to the smooth integrated Wiener process within one standard deviation. Also the overall variance of the logarithmic sky brightness is only constrained within two e-folds around e 1.5 . Second, we do not expect strong variability in the temporal direction due to the physical scale of the system, extending over several light-days. We express this through the slope of the temporal amplitude of −4 ± 0.5, imposing long correlations in time, whereas the overall fluctuations are again relatively unconstrained. We strongly restrict deviations from power-law spectra in space and time. This is necessary due to the small amount of data.
The closure likelihoods are invariant under global translational symmetries which are not broken by the prior. Thus, the posterior distribution is multi-modal which leads to two problematic effects. First, the source can disappear in one place and re-appear somewhere else in the time-resolved setting. We aim to avoid this by demanding a strong correlation in the temporal direction. The second effect are multiple copies of the source throughout the field of view. We discourage this behavior by concentrating the flux in the center of the image with a weak Gaussian beam for the first 15 reconstruction steps. Similarly, the EHT collaboration enforced a centred image by starting with parameters corresponding to a Gaussian source in the centre of the image, as well as by restricting the overall field of view. In cases these issues do not appear, we obtain consistent results. For the here presented reconstruction we chose one of those.
The heuristic for MGVI is given in Table 3 . We initialise our latent parameters to 1/10th of a prior sample. We start with a low number of antithetic samples and inaccurate steps and increase the accuracy throughout the procedure. For the initial 20 iterations, we only reconstruct the sky brightness and not the power spectra. After thirty iterations, the reconstruction does no longer change in a meaningful way and we regard it as converged. We base our scientific analysis on the final set of twenty samples plus their antithetic partners.
For the energy direction we only have two channels available for which we set an a priori difference of 1% as we do not expect them to differ much from each other.
Validation We validate our method on three synthetic examples. The first is a static disk with a constant brightness and blurred edges. In the second example we reconstruct a slowly rotating crescent, a toy-model of the vicinity around the black hole. The rotation allows us to demonstrate our sensitivity to the dynamics. In the final example we attempt to recover two Gaussian shapes that approach and rotate around each other. This example allows us to illustrate how well we can distinguish individual sources.
For all examples we follow the M87* observation. Data is taken through simulated measurements of all baselines on the respective source and we add the reported thermal noise from the original observation. We have four eight-hour observations throughout the seven day period. The reconstruction follows the identical procedure as for M87*, only with a reduced spatial resolution of 128 × 128 pixels for computational reasons.
The results together with the ground truth are shown in Figure 4 . As the likelihood is invariant under shifts, offsets in the reconstruction are to be expected. We are able to recover the shapes of the different examples, irrespective of the source being static or not.
The differences between reconstruction and signal are all within the uncertainty budget provided by MGVI.
The recovered spatial correlation structures for the log-brightness, as well as the brightness itself is shown in Figure 5 . On logarithmic scales these agree well with the ground truth within the error bounds. Our examples do not have prominent small-scale features, so the ground truth drops off rapidly. We have only limited data on these scales due to the measurement setup, so the reconstruction is primarily informed by the prior distribution. There we favour power-law like behavior, which cannot fall as steeply as the chosen examples. On the large image scales, where we do have good data available, the correlation matches the ground truth exceptionally well, including characteristic features like the disk diameter.
We also perform an analysis on the parameters of the reconstructed crescent. The results for the recovered diameter d, width w and orientation angle η are shown in Table 4 . Here we compare the ground truth to the analysis of the mean reconstruction, following the approach of the EHT collaboration, as well as the mean results of the analysis on the samples directly, which gives two different results, as well as ways to quantify the uncertainty. In both approaches we under-estimate the ring diameter. For the analysis on the mean image, the deviation is captured in the uncertainty, whereas the sample-based approach seems to report a too small uncertainty. This might also be due to a bias in the estimation of this quantity, as the samples, compared to the mean, contain small-scale structures. A similar behavior is also seen for the width of the ring, but the results are not too far off. Both approaches capture well the dynamic orientation angle. Tables   1 Comparison of diameter d, width w, orientation angle η, asymmetry A and floor-toring contrast ratio f C as defined by [11, Table 7 ] and computed for images published by the EHT community (first three sections of table) as well as for our reconstruction (last two sections). Section four provides the result of the estimators and their uncertainties as defined by [11] applied to our posterior mean. Section five provides means and uncertainties based on processing our posterior samples individually through the estimators and by computing mean and standard deviations from these results. . . 21 2
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